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Abstract: Gamma-ray telescopes are capable of measuring radioactive trace isotopes from cosmic
nucleosynthesis events. Such measurements address new isotope production rather directly for a few key
isotopes such as 44Ti, 26Al, 60Fe, and 56Ni, as well as positrons from the β+-decay variety. Experiments
of the past decades have now established an astronomy with γ-ray lines, which is an important part
of the study of nucleosynthesis environments in cosmic sources. For massive stars and supernovae,
important constraints have been set: Co isotope decays in SN1987A directly demonstrated the synthesis
of new isotopes in core-collapse supernovae, 44Ti from the 340-year old Cas A supernova supports the
concept of α-rich freeze-out, but results in interesting puzzles pursued by theoretical studies and future
experiments. 26Al and 60Fe has been measured from superimposed nucleosynthesis within our Galaxy,
and sets constraints on massive-star interior structure through its intensity ratio of ∼15%. The 26Al
γ-ray line is now seen to trace current star formation and even the kinematics of interstellar medium
throughout the Galaxy. Positron annihilation emission from nucleosynthesis throughout the plane of our
Galaxy appears to be mainly from 26Al and other supernova radioactivity, but the striking brightness
of the Galaxy’s bulge region in positron annihilation gamma-rays presents a puzzle involving several
astrophysics issues beyond nuclear astrophysics. This paper focuses mainly on a discussion of 26Al and
60Fe from massive star nucleosynthesis.
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1 Introduction
The study of environments of cosmic nucleosynthesis
is a multi-disciplinary enterprise of nuclear physics, as-
trophysical theory, and astronomical observation. Guid-
ance of observational efforts is often obtained from the-
oretical work, where principles of nature are inferred
or proposed. Likewise, observational material may in-
clude features and surprises which stimulate the search
for nature’s processes which compose the cosmic vari-
ety of isotopes and elements. The pioneering work
of Fred Hoyle, Margret and Geoffrey Burbidge, and
Willy Fowler had identified the processes to be studied
(1) (see in particular Clayton, this volume and (2)),
with observational detail of stellar-photospheric ab-
sorption lines in particular of the heavier elements as a
major foundation. Studies of heavy-element synthesis
through successive neutron captures on Fe-group seed
isotopes and the r- and s-processes could be carried
out, thus leading nuclear astrophysics to unravel much
of the cosmic evolution of heavy-element abundances
in our Galaxy.
A significant role of observational studies of gamma-
ray lines from freshly-synthesized isotopes was recog-
nized early on, in particular with respect to the synthe-
sis of intermediate-mass and Fe group nuclei and the
roles of nova (3) and supernova explosions (4). Thirty
years ago this was advertised as a new window (5),
but it took considerable experimental effort to open
this window for astrophysical advances.
The detection of gamma-rays from the decay of Co
isotopes in SN1987A (9; 10; 11) constitutes the proof
of new-isotope synthesis inside a specific supernova,
underlining the role of supernovae in providing cos-
mic Fe group elements. The detection of radioactive
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Figure 1: The all-sky map in 26Al decay gamma-
rays from COMPTEL(6; 7) on the NASA Comp-
ton Observatory highlights regions of currently-
ongoing nucleosynthesis within the Galaxy. Mas-
sive stars are believed to be the dominating sources
of this isotope (8).
26Al decay gamma-rays from the interstellar medium a
few years earlier had demonstrated the concept of on-
going nucleosynthesis in our Galaxy and the present
universe on a more general level (12). The sky survey
which was made with NASA’s Compton Observatory
(1991–2000) then showed in more detail the brightest
sources of the gamma-ray line sky, with in particu-
lar the detailed mapping of 26Al emission along the
plane of the Galaxy (Fig.1, (6; 7)) and the discov-
ery of 44Ti gamma-ray afterglow from the 340-year-
old Cas A supernova (13). ESA’s INTEGRAL mis-
sion (2002+) then provided a facility for high resolu-
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tion gamma-ray line spectroscopy in space (14; 15),
adding to the limited opportunities of the gamma-ray
spectrometer on the RHESSI solar-science mission (16)
launched in 2002 (and the early but short HEAO-C
mission 1978/79 with its Ge spectrometer). The dis-
covery of 60Fe decay gamma-rays with RHESSI (17)
and its confirmation by SPI on INTEGRAL (18; 19),
is among the main achievements of nuclear gamma-
ray line astronomy during this recent period (see also
(20)).
In this paper, we will address the recent INTE-
GRAL results and their implications, with specific em-
phasis on neutron capture aspects as included in the
synthesis of 60Fe.
2 Diffuse Radioactivities
in the Galaxy
2.1 26Al
26Al gamma-rays now present a picture of current nu-
cleosynthesis activity from massive stars within the
Galaxy (see Fig.1). Since massive stars occur in groups,
the patchy appearance of the 26Al sky has been an im-
portant argument supporting predominant 26Al origin
from massive stars and their supernovae (8). Plausi-
bly, 26Al is dispersed efficiently by massive stars, ac-
cording to 26Al production environments of the main
sequence hydrogen burning, shell burnings in the H
and in the O-Ne shells, as well as explosive burning
during the supernova (e.g., (21), and (22)). Note how-
ever that presolar grains also point to 26Al synthe-
sis in AGB stars (clearly) and in novae (somewhat
more uncertain). Yet, at least for classical novae, a
major contribution to the Galaxy’s amount of 26Al
seems unlikely, as their spatial distribution should be
smoothed out across the disk of the Galaxy, and in
addition include a characteristic maximum associated
with the Galaxy’s bulge. The case for AGB stars is
open, because the locations of those massive AGB stars
(the plausible 26Al producers) are probably spatially
hardly distinguishable from their more massive and
supernova-producing cousins, as we assume coeval star
formation from parental giant molecular cloud cores.
Possibly, a shift of the spiral-arm pattern with respect
to the massive-star pattern could be disentangled, due
to the longer evolutionary times of the AGB stars and
their correspondingly-later 26Al contributions.
Adopting the hypothesis of massive stars as domi-
nating 26Al sources, one may derive several interesting
parameters for nucleosynthesis in our Galaxy.
• Adopting a 3-dimensional model for the distri-
bution of 26Al sources, the observed gamma-ray
brightness can be converted into an integrated
amount of 26Al of 2.8 ±0.8 M (23). Since the
first report of a Galactic 26Al mass from the
HEAO-C measurement of the 26Al line intensity
towards the Galaxy’s Center (24), mapping of
26Al emission along the plane of the Galaxy with
the Compton Observatory (6) showed that 26Al
emission is extended and plausibly attributed
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Figure 2: The 26Al/27Al ratio for different sites:
Presolar grains show highest values up to 1 for
grains which presumably condensed near 26Al pro-
duction sites. The value derived from 26Al gamma-
rays for the current ISM lies well below the solar-
system meteoritic values - this result is plausible
from chemical evolution plus solar-system enrich-
ment in 26Al (see text).
to the massive-star population throughout the
Galaxy; then, spectral line offsets along the in-
ner Galaxy were seen with SPI on INTEGRAL
and match expectations from large-scale Galac-
tic rotation (25). These measurements put the
conversion of observed 26Al line intensity into
an integrated Galactic mass of 26Al on more
solid grounds, since it relies on normalizing a
3D model for the distribution of 26Al sources
in the Galaxy with observed flux, within a rep-
resentative region of the Galaxy. Uncertainties
in choosing such a 3D model still dominate the
uncertainty in the derived 26Al mass: Specific
massive-star regions such as Cygnus may also
contribute part of the bright inner Galactic ridge
emission, or the scale height may be lower (we
adopt 180 pc, suggested by our gamma-ray data
and by the plausible chimney-like latitudinal ex-
tension beyond the typical scale heights of young
stars); both effects would lead to smaller Galac-
tic 26Al amounts.
• Using model yields for the massive-star sources,
we can proceed to apply a standard stellar-mass
distribution function to convert the Galactic 26Al
amount into a rate of core-collapse supernovae
for the Galaxy (25). Although more uncertain-
ties add by the additional inputs, the derived
supernova rate of 1.9 ±1.1 supernovae per cen-
tury agrees reasonably-well with values derived
through other methods. This is significant, be-
cause this gamma-ray based method is differ-
ent with respect to using a primary signal from
within our Galaxy transported by more-penetrating
photons (see graph and discussion in (25)).
• 26Al γ-rays reflect 26Al present in the current-
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day interstellar medium. We may compare the
current-day isotopic ratio of 26Al to 27Al to cor-
responding 26Al/27Al ratios obtained from me-
teoritic studies for the early solar system and
for presolar grains presumably condensed near
primary 26Al sources. For the current ISM, we
use the estimated interstellar gas content of the
Galaxy, and the cosmic standard abundance of
27Al. This assumes that between the formation
of the solar system and today, there was little
evolution of chemical abundances in our Galaxy,
as compared to the earlier history of the Galaxy
– a view supported by chemical-evolution mod-
els (e.g. (26), and (27)) and by abundances
seen in young stars in the solar neighborhood
(28). After downward revision of solar abun-
dances based on improved (3D) models of the
solar photosphere (29) these are now indistin-
guishable from those derived for young stars in
the solar neighborhood. We obtain a value of
8.4 10−6, which is about an order of magni-
tude below the value inferred for the early so-
lar system (30) (see Fig.3). Chemical-evolution
models (e.g. (31)) predict an approximate 30%
metallicity-increase over the last 4.5 Gy. Our
gamma-ray determined value clearly falls below
the early solar-system value for 26Al/27Al. This
is in accordance with both a special 26Al enrich-
ment of the solar system, and with 26Al being at
a steady-state abundance due to its decay while
27Al builds up in the ISM over time. A more pre-
cise quantitative assessment with detailed treat-
ment of chemical evolution should be interesting,
for a better determination of the magnitude of
the special 26Al enrichment which the solar sys-
tem experienced, either from an external nearby
nucleosynthesis event, or from cosmic-ray reac-
tions in its accretion-disk phase (32).
• 26Al gamma-ray line spectroscopy with SPI on
INTEGRAL determines a small kinematic broad-
ening, consistent with values below' 150 km s−1
(33). This would be consistent with expecta-
tions from large-scale differential rotation within
the Galaxy (25). Note that around massive stars
the interstellar medium is expected to be more
turbulent, velocities up to 600 km s−1 have been
estimated from simulations of supernova explo-
sions into a magnetized interstellar plasma (34).
It appears feasible to improve upon our current
26Al line width constraints with INTEGRAL in
its extended mission, so that the interstellar medium
around 26Al sources may be found to be less tur-
bulent, or less characterized by large interstellar
cavities, than simulations and theories of inter-
stellar medium near massive stars may suggest,
or than had been discussed based on an earlier
26Al line width measurement (35).
The context generally supports our adopted picture
of 26Al production in massive stars. It remains open
how observations with improved resolutions (spatial,
for the locations of sources; spectral, for the ISM dy-
namics near the sources) will narrow down the system-
atic uncertainties, and tighten constraints on each of
the candidate production sites of cosmic 26Al.
2.2 60Fe
60Fe has been discovered in accelerator-mass spectroscopy
analyses of ocean crust material (36). 60Fe production
from cosmic ray irradiation in the atmosphere is un-
likely, other systematic contaminations also seem low;
therefore, this discovery was taken as evidence that
debris from a very nearby supernova event must have
been deposited on Earth about 3 million years ago.
Cosmic 60Fe nucleosynthesis is expected from neu-
tron capture reactions on Fe group nuclei. This ap-
pears plausible in stellar He-burning shells from the
13C neutron source, but also in the Carbon burning
shell where the 22Ne neutron source may provide the
necessary neutron exposure on Fe seeds. Convection
will be an important characteristic of 60Fe produc-
tion sites, as freshly-produced 60Fe may be destroyed
through further neutron captures otherwise (see (37;
22; 38) for details). The main nuclear-reaction uncer-
tainties in 60Fe production are both the neutron cap-
ture cross sections of (unstable) 59Fe and 60Fe, and β-
decay lifetimes of 59,60Fe. The astrophysical uncertain-
ties involve the neutron densities and exposure times in
those stellar zones, but also zone temperatures, which
affect the β-lifetimes.
These production environments in stellar-interior
shells are never mixed with the envelope, so that stel-
lar wind could not eject such inner nuclear-burning
products (unlike 26Al from main-sequence H-burning).
Hence 60Fe produced in massive stars is ejected into
the interstellar medium only by the terminal super-
nova. With its decay time of ' Myrs, a steady-state
abundance of a few tenths of M should be maintained
in the Galaxy (21), possibly bright enough for detec-
tions by gamma-ray telescopes. But it has always been
emphasized that the ratio of 26Al and 60Fe gamma-rays
is a very useful observational quantity, because nucle-
osynthesis from the same type of sources is measured
through this ratio, eliminating most systematic un-
certainties from e.g. the measurement method or the
source locations (e.g. (39)). Therefore, many gamma-
ray astronomy experiments have made attempts to de-
tect 60Fe gamma-rays from two lines arising from the
decay cascade at their characteristic energies of 1173
and 1332 keV (40; 41; 42; 43). Only upper limits were
reported, limiting the gamma-ray brightness from 60Fe
decay to less than a quarter of the 26Al brightness.
This seemed in accord with theoretical predictions of
a brightness ratio of ' 16% (±10%) (21). Later stud-
ies of massive-star nucleosynthesis tended to predict
larger ratios of 60Fe versus 26Al, as progenitor evolu-
tion and wind models as well as nuclear-reaction rates
(39; 44) were updated, predicted 60Fe to 26Al gamma-
ray ratios ranging from ∼30 to ∼100% (see, e.g., (45)
for a discussion).
A report about positive detection of the 60Fe γ-ray
line emission from the inner Galaxy with the RHESSI
(17) Ge spectrometer re-kindled this issue and led to
new studies. Confirmation of the RHESSI 60Fe sig-
nal was reported from first-year INTEGRAL/SPI data
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60Fe from Massive Stars: Observations vs. Theory
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Figure 3: The 60Fe/26Al gamma-ray brightness ra-
tio measurements from different gamma-ray exper-
ime ts (19), as compared also to theoretical pre-
dictions (21; 22; 39) (see text).
(18), although features from a nearby instrumental
line indicated systematics issues. In a recent anal-
ysis of more data, a significant 60Fe signal (at 5σ)
was found, with somewhat reduced systematic effects
from instrumental background (19). This underlying
background is being investigated, specific signatures
within the 19-detector Ge camera of SPI are being ex-
ploited to discriminate internal versus celestial γ-rays
on their respective modulation time scales. The IN-
TEGRAL/SPI reported 60Fe/26Al γ-ray flux ratio is
now 0.14±0.06.
Formally, there is agreement between observations
and models (see Fig. 3), but more can be learned as
uncertainties in each area are revisited and re-assessed.
New nucleosynthesis calculations (46; 39) generally still
fall on the higher side of the original prediction. Un-
certainties arise mainly from stellar structure, as es-
tablishment of suitable convective-burning regions is
sensitive to stellar rotation, which in turn is affected
by the mass loss history during evolution. Uncertain-
ties on nuclear cross sections involve 26Al destruction
though n capture, and n-capture on unstable 59Fe and
on 60Fe itself. Re-determinations of nuclear proper-
ties, specifically neutron capture measurements, were
made (see (47), and this conference), and more are
planned with new radioactive-beam facilities. A new
determination of the 60Fe decay time showed a value of
3.78±0.06 My ((48); the earlier value was 2.15±0.06 My).
For young regions which are not in a steady state yet,
the predicted 60Fe gamma-ray brightness would corre-
spondingly be reduced; steady state is commonly as-
sumed for the large-scale Galaxy, and effects of de-
cay times cancel. We also intend to exploit INTE-
GRAL’s spatial resolution, towards determination of
a spatially-resolved 60Fe to 26Al ratio, i.e. separate
values for the two inner Galactic quadrants. The 60Fe
limit for the 26Al-bright Cygnus region will provide
another interesting constraint, because here 26Al from
rather young massive-star groups is observed, which
presumably is not in steady state.
3 Summary
Cosmic gamma-ray line measurements have confirmed
ongoing synthesis of new isotopes in specific sources
and generally within the current (i.e. last several My)
Galaxy. As individual objects are concerned, the 44Ti
lines from Cas A may present an interesting perspec-
tive: 44Ti decay gamma-rays have been seen by several
experiments now (49), and SPI may be the single in-
strument which is capable of measuring all three of
the lines associated with 44Ti decay (50). That may
allow to get a measure of inner supernova ejecta veloc-
ities, using the (narrow) low-energy lines to constrain
the brightness, while the high-energy line should be
significantly-broadened by the Doppler effect for ex-
pected velocities in the range of few 1000 km s−1.
On novae, no gamma-ray lines have yet been detected
(51), and occurrence of a nearby nova within a few
100 pc would probably be necessary for current in-
struments to detect 22Na gamma-rays (52). Likewise,
supernova type Ia 56Ni gamma-ray diagnostics with
INTEGRAL needs the lucky event of a SNIa not more
distant than ' 5 Mpc (53). Diffuse gamma-ray lines
from the Galaxy’s interstellar medium have shown a
major puzzle in the morphology of positron annihila-
tion gamma-rays (54; 55): Candidate positron produc-
ers, such as nucleosynthesis sources, but also pulsars
and micro-quasars, are all predominantly located in
the disk of the Galaxy, while the annihilation emis-
sion appears dominated by a very bright and rather
symmetric emission region centered in the Galaxy’s
bulge (see, e.g., discussion in (56). 26Al gamma-rays
are now measured along the plane of the Galaxy with
spatially-resolved line spectroscopy (Wang et al., ac-
cepted for publication in A&A). The detection of 60Fe
gamma-rays allows determination of the 60Fe to 26Al
brightness ratio, as a global test of the validity of
massive-star nucleosynthesis models. Refinements of
observations and the variety of model inputs are under-
taken, and demonstrate the complementarity of cosmic
gamma-ray line measurements to other tools in our
study of cosmic nucleosynthesis.
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